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About This Game

The craziest races are now on your hand with MiniDrivers! The animated serie which is loved by millions of people around the
world has a new main character: You! Create your own stores or change the rules becoming World Champion.

IS TIME TO RACE!
If something is peculiar with MiniDrivers is their way to see the sport. Who said races are boring? Surprises will be in every

corner with the power-ups that you’ve seen on the animated series. Freeze your rivals with the Freeze-o-Kimi, throw a
boomerang as the Australian drivers or smash your rivals as the most “shocking” driver does in real life.

Enjoy three different game modes, like the Tournament that will make you show that you’re the best driver. The season mode
will allow you become the 2015 MiniDrivers World Champion and the online tournament that will allow you to show everyone
that you’re the best driver with the weekly challenges against your friends around the world. Also you can enjoy the chapter of

your favorite cartoons and see all the chapters from our app.

A SEASON TO REMEMBER
Race on the 20 most known tracks of the series full of details and surprises that will shock you with the full grid for this 2015
season of MiniDrivers. Will you be able to beat Minicedes with your favorite driver? Now you can do it! Change the story and

specially… Change the rules!

MINIDRIVERS AS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE
Realistic graphics adapted to the retina display of your Mac's. Also you will be able to change the amount of detail. You will see

everything!
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BECOME AN ENGINEER
Realistic physics for the most exigent drivers with an arcade handling for the little ones. All the people can race at MiniDrivers

the videogame! But don’t forget to upgrade your car if you want to be on top and beat your rivals.
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Supporting the developer! 10\/10. :). The best GTA. I have probably spent 100 hours just trying to go sideways on a sketchy
mountain pass with a car powered with doritoes, do I have any regrets? No.. Shows exactly what well known players have gone
through to get to that level. Not just skill but also the toll it took on their personal and family life. Its the sacrifices they have
made that the fans don't often get to hear about or know of. Which is why this was brilliant. Got to show the legacy that Counter
Strike has, hopefully inspired some players to also follow the same path.

Really enjoyed watching each and every one of them.

Counter strike is given a bad name because of toxic people, counter strike did not make them toxic.. PROS: Interesting story,
you have the ability to shoot, short but sweet.

CONS: short but sweet, wish they would have included more enemy variety and or\/ bosses.

B+
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This is one of those mediocre games.

Has decent graphics and content such as: vehicles tracks and modes. Also customization. Has taken references from other off-
roaders like: Motorstorm, DiRT and Mx vs. ATV.

Would i recommend it? I'd say get this game in a sale then it'll be worth your money. Otherwise very arcade-y physics and
controlls.. Amazing game when i had it 5 years ago... shame it has a framerate of -1. A hesitant recommendation. Wait until this
goes on sale before you buy it. Why? I finished both maps within an hour, and there is only one new weapon available, a weapon
that isn't particularly different from the standard greatsword for Kruber, or the Zweihander for Saltzpyre. And having played
200+ hours on console, I can only say that it feels almost identical in gameplay.

Castle Drachenfells was a massive expansion with two very large maps and an excellent climatic battle map, full of new art and
awesome new weapons. The best expansion by a country mile.

Karak Azgaraz is also pretty fantastic. With two large maps and decent climax. The new weapons were only ok though but its
almost worth it just for the fantastic new music and the Rangers dialogue.

Stromdorf is decent. One largish map and a fairly small one-with a twist absolutely worth lauding-set in a... not too bad new
setting. The rain looks ok? To be honest the new maps are rather bland. The fields don't stand out nearly as much as the snowy
plains of the mountains, and the city itself is a pale imitation of Ubersreik's grungy glory. Also, its worth noting that Reaching
Out is by far the biggest drain on your rig in this game, outclassing even the Garden of Morr and the White Rat for fps drop. I
play a comfortable 65 fps on most maps, but find myself dropping down to 43-47 pretty regularly in Stromdorf.

The new weapon is a big sword not very different at all from the greatsword, and that is all there is to it. Nothing exciting and
honestly dissapointing, imo. We've had new weapons like the Volley Crossbow and the Glaive, so another greatsword is not even
worth mentioning.

If there was new music, except for one moment in Reaching Out, it wasn't good enough to stand out from the standard
soundtrack. I didn't notice.

All in all, its fine. New maps always add a little something to a game, even if they aren't very innovative or different from the
rest. Worth buying on sale, but otherwise just play it for free with some friends or a generous pubbie.. Short but amazing. Pretty
sure this is the 1st VR experience where things looked real. I mean really real. The graphics were auto set on high.

The metal and woodwork looked real.. Edit Januar 27th 2018: The developer has asked me to update this review as they
have fixed some of the issues I've listed. I am not going to alter what I originally wrote as that stands as a review of the
product I played at the time.

They seem to be continuing to work on the game so I recommend checking if the issues I have listed have already been
fixed before making a desicion on buying the game.

The dev said they have implemented key bindings which will go a long way to elliviate the biggest issue I had with the
game.

if any more updates are made you might find info from the comment section of this review where the developer has
been posting a bit.

I also ran into another issue with the game where if you full screen the game on a 16:10 resolution it breaks the UI, this
has not yet been fixed as of this writing according to the devloper and it is not "top priority" to fix it. This was a game
breaking bug for me as I was unable to revert the change after it was done.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is a first impressions review after having played the game a few hours.

My experience with the game is a bit mixed. Its a fun little incremental game about watching number grow as you
explore the galaxy and build up production buildings on the planets you find. You fly around in a ship which you can
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upgrade as you fight a never ending onslaught of enemies.

While the core game play loop is great this game has a SEVERE case of console port going on.
* There are no graphics options.
* You can't change resoltion (all you can do is ALT+Enter to enable windowed)
* You can't use multiple saves
* The menues are a mess
* The controls are nonsenseical and can't be rebound.

It's painfully obvious that the entire game has been made to be played with a controller and ZERO thought went into
porting it over to keyboard. Playing dual joystick shooters on mouse\/keyboard was never great, but it has never been
this bad either.

There is no mouse support, swapping weapons can only be done with IJKL, forcing you to move your hands to a
random place on the keyboard, boost is set to RIGHT shift; a button I haven't clicked for a game ever before.
Swapping between tabs in the menus uses Shift and Control, something I had to ask the forums to find out.

The game also have some issues with turning on and off controllers while the game is on, so if you run into that I
recommend restarting the game.

All of these problems should be trivial to fix with a patch, but until that happens I recommend getting this game ONLY
if you play with a controller and you don't mind the lack of a proper options menu.

It's a real shame that developers treat the PC platform like this. If you really have no clue how a PC game should be
designed, why not consult someone who does before you release the game?. I have become much more introverted since
I have gotten older. One of my grandsons is autistic and noise hurts him too, so I related to the main character a lot.
Plot and animation I found strange yet charming and innovative. Kept me engaged enough to read it in one sitting. The
part where the boys lists the things his mother does for him gave me a lump in my throat. Well, I am a grandmother,
what can I say? ;). Nice and very good for terrain trawing and special effects!!!. This game is very fun and challenging!
This game is great for anyone who likes any sort of video game. The two hours I played to beat this video game have
been the best two hours of my life 11\/10 would play again.. Crashes. Unplayable. Horrible UI. I wanted to like this
game so badly but ugh.
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